
STIPENDIARY STEWARDS REPORT 
 
MEETING DETAILS: 

Club: Taranaki Thoroughbred Racing Date: 6 June 2013 
Weather: Fine 
Track: Heavy 10  
Rail: Out 7 metres 
Stewards: N Goodwin (Chairman), B Bateup, L Tidmarsh 
Typist: K Smart 

 

GENERAL:  
Jockey K Myers did not attend the meeting due to injury and was replaced as follows: 
R2 – VICKI ANNE by V Johnston 
R7 – TINKA TINKA by M Cameron 
R8 – BY WHISKER by K Smith  

 

SUPPLEMENTARY:  
Nil 

 

SUMMARY: 
Swabbing: CARINYA, ASTANA, KING VICTOR, GOOD RISK, MINI PEARL, KING NERO, WOW WHATA PRINCESS, 

FAST FICTION 
Suspensions: Nil    

Protests: Nil   

Fines: Nil    

Warnings: Nil   

Bleeders: Nil    

Horse Actions: Nil    

Medical Certificates: K Myers – Clearance required  

Rider Changes: Nil    

Late Scratchings: Nil    

 
RACE COMMENTS: 

Race 1 ASCOT BLOODSTOCK MAIDEN 2000 

CARINYA, HOLD THE DREAM and WALLY were all crowded leaving the barriers when runners either side shifted ground.  As 
a result HOLD THE DREAM and WALLY lost ground.  
CHANTILLY LACE began awkwardly and got back.  
 

Race 2 SPEIGHT’S PUNTERS COMPETITION SATURDAY, 20TH JULY STAYERS 

GOGINGA and ASTANA both began awkwardly and lost ground.  
Shortly after entering the back straight MISS HOLLY (S Doyle) faltered in its stride and went back sharply on to RANGATIRA 
and MYBACK which both had to take evasive action to avoid MISS HOLLY.  When questioned S Doyle was of the opinion the 
mare may have swallowed a clod of earth.  A subsequent post-race veterinary inspection revealed a dorsal displacement of 
the soft palate, with the veterinary surgeon recommending that a tongue tie be added to its gear prior to its next start.  
MISS HOLLY failed to finish.  
 

Race 3 WAIKATO STUD OPUNAKE CUP SATURDAY, 20TH JULY STAYERS 

BROMPTON was slow to begin. 
HEAPZACASH and VALLEY OF PENTIRE both shifted ground inwards under pressure over the final stages 
Connections of 3rd placed VALLEY OF PENTIRE (K Smith) looked at video coverage of the final stages alleging interference by 
the 2nd placed HEAPZACASH (R Hannam) but elected not to proceed with an objection. 
 

Race 4 PALM VIEW LODGE MAIDEN 



At the start BEAUDASTORM shifted in bumping with HOSTAGE which in turn bumped with GOOD RISK. 
Passing the 400 metres GOLDEN DUCK hung outwards and bumped with POWER TRIP resulting in both runners becoming 
unbalanced.  S Doyle the rider of GOLDEN DUCK reported his mount hung badly rounding the turn.  
I Lupton the rider of JACHIL was reminded of his obligations regarding his use of the whip on a horse out of contention. 
When questioned into the run of HOSTAGE rider C Perrett stated the mare failed to finish the race off after racing three to 
four wide throughout. 
 

Race 5 I DO / ALLAN SHARROCK RACING STABLES 1600 

ADALIA jumped inwards abruptly leaving the barrier crowding ROYAL HAZE in on to EL PATRON which was hampered and 
lost several lengths.  
When questioned into the run of ADALIA rider M Dee could offer no tangible excuse however stable representative T 
Hazlett advised the mare was better suited to more rain affected ground. 
 

Race 6 STEELFAB LTD 1400 

TEODORA began awkwardly making contact with CLOS DE TART which stumbled shortly after. 
A short distance after the start SAFFRON shifted out near the crossing which resulted in SNEAKY SHAN shifting outwards 
away from SAFFRON causing tightening to CLASSIC RIO and TEODORA. 
When questioned into the run of CLOS DE TART which finished last, rider M Cameron could offer no tangible excuse.  
Representative T Hazlett advised the stable had been happy with the filly’s leadup work prior to the event and the run was 
disappointing.  A subsequent veterinary inspection failed to reveal any obvious abnormality, however T Hazlett undertook 
to monitor CLOS DE TART’s progress over the coming days and report any finding to the Stewards. 
 

Race 7 ILONA KELLY STABLES MAIDEN F&M  

GINA was tightened at the start and got back.  
TINKA TINKA over raced in the lead. 
CURVACEOUS hung outwards near the 900 metres and dictated FASHION GURU outwards resulting in RUSSIAN HAZE, 
CELESTE and CRACKLING ROSIE being tightened.  
When questioned regarding the performance of CELESTE which tailed off, rider V Johnston advised the filly raced greenly 
and failed to hit out in the heavy 10 track conditions.  Stable representative T McKee undertook to monitor the progress of 
CELESTE over coming days and report any finding to the Stewards.  
 

Race 8 REGAL LODGE MAIDEN 3YO  

ELECTRIC FIZZ shifted in leaving the barrier hampering BONNY HEIGHTS which lost ground.  
EL PRIMO jumped sideways abruptly at the start and bumped IMAPUSS which was forced wide and got back. 
MER NOIRE raced keenly in the run down the back straight.  
EL PRIMO hung outwards rounding the turn and shifted out bumping IMAPUSS near the 700 metres. IMAPUSS shifted in 
abruptly when tested with the whip near the 250 metres  
When questioned into the run of IMAPUSS which finished well back, rider L Allpress said that after being bumped twice 
during the early and middle stages the filly lost confidence and commenced to race greenly.  Stewards ordered a 
subsequent veterinary inspection which failed to reveal any abnormality.   
 

 


